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#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Nora Roberts enchants again with this

beloved classic about the passionate and headstrong MacGregor family.Daniel MacGregor is at it

again.At age ninety, there is nothing the powerful patriarch of the MacGregor clan would like more

than to see his three eldest granddaughters happily married. So Daniel MacGregor has handpicked

three unsuspecting candidates he believes would make perfect husbands. But this might be his

biggest matchmaking challenge yet; his granddaughters are so focused on their careers that

marriage is the last thing on their minds. It's a good thing Daniel has a few tricks left up his

sleeve.â€¦
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You're young, you're single, you're living alone with your two cousins in an exciting Boston

neighborhood. One of you is a surgical resident, one is a brand-new lawyer, and one is a successful

real-estate agent. Do you need your 90-year-old grandfather to pick your boyfriends?Yes! Or so

thinks irrascible MacGregor patriarch Daniel MacGregor, who meddled in his children's lives, and is

now at it again. He wants his three granddaughters married and producing babies for his "dear

Anna," a successful doctor in her own right who has made no such request. So The MacGregor

gets to work...First on his list is Laura, impossibly beautiful and smart, who has joined her parents'

law firm after passing the Bar. She doesn't need a man, thank you, and she certainly doesn't need

the gorgeous, sexy, smart and tough ex-cop sent by Grandpa to install a security system at Laura's



(and her cousins') home. Royce Cameron is a major pain in the neck, and Laura wants nothing to

do with him...except that for some inexplicable reason, she can't get the hunky ex-cop off her

mind.Gwen, a cool-under-pressure, classically beautiful blonde, is in her second year as a surgical

resident. She doesn't need any more pressure, especially from a successful author who is

researching his next mystery novel and needs input from a practicing physician. It seems that deep

and sexy Bran was recommended by a certain Daniel MacGregor, and shows up at the hospital just

as Gwen is saving a life in the ER. Exhausted and disheveled, Gwen wants nothing to do with this

guy...who begins to woo her, literally, with wine and roses.Feisty Julia, Laura and Gwen's cousin

and former First Daughter, relishes her freedom, especially after years growing up in the White

House.

The MacGregor clan... headed up by big, brawny and Scottish Daniel MacGregor, is among the

most beloved of families in Nora Roberts' collections. There are numerous books in the series, most

of which find "The MacGregor" plotting to find the the perfect mates for his children, then

grandchildren, to continue the strong blood line of the clan. He's brilliant and a notorious schemer,

but he's also a softy for whom family comes first, last and always. He loves his cigars, his scotch

and his beloved wife of many years, Anna and they are the heart and soul of the family. As such,

Daniel thinks it's his right and duty to help love along... discreetly of course... and he's up to his

usual meddling ways in The MacGregor Brides.This time around, Daniel is determined to see his

three oldest granddaughters, Laura, Gwen and Julia, properly and happily wed. In these three

novellas, Daniel chooses just the right man for his little girls each intelligent, independent women

who have no intention of following along with Grandpa's plans to marry them off. And if he wasn't so

darn good at matching them up, they just might have made a success of those intentions!Laura is a

beautiful lawyer, happy with her life living with her two cousins Gwen and Julia and working at her

parent's law firm. But when a handsome man shows up to put a high tech security system in and

catches her dancing around in the kitchen in her pajamas, it isn't long before she and Royce

Cameron are making each other (and Daniel) very happy. Gwen is a brilliant, hardworking doctor

who rarely has time to socialize. But when successful author Branson Maguire asks her to lend a

hand in gathering facts for the new medical thriller he's writing, Gwen suddenly begins to wonder if

maybe he's the one she has been waiting for.
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